THE CHAN CHAN ORION STAR MAP

The purpose of this illustration is to suggest that the ancient Chan Chan city complex of Peru is patterned after the Orion constellation and in turn to the Pyramids of Giza. Chan Chan was an ancient thriving metropolis just outside of Trujillo, Peru. This is one of many surrounding
sites that include the Pyramid of the Dragon, the Sun and the Moon. The Chan Chan alignments are configured on the cosmic alignments that are not from this Earth. It appears that the whole hemisphere pegged their various center of power off Orion and the Pleiades, just as today.
It would appear that the same narrative was propagated at the same time and from the same source. The key personage in common was Viracocha. He was said to have come from the Orion and Pleiades stars being blue-eyed and blond bearded. He was considered the Teacher, Priest,
Peace-Maker and ultimately was crucified on a cross. He promised to return at the end of the Age to save once again Humanity on the brink of chaos and extension. This narrative echoes the events of the Fallen Angels during the time of Enoch that rebelled against YHVH and left there

Such art and architecture was taught to humanity and is one possible
explanation for a common knowledge sources that spans oceans or
even before the Flood of Noah. and seeded the human race from
genetic engineering. Below is the Temple of the Rainbow.
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Viracocha was said to have gone on flying serpent
machines and would come back in one. This
obviously has a UFO flying saucer inference that
could very well play into the whole Ancient Alien
theory that the ’Pleiadians’ are in fact the
’creators’. Below is one of the entrances to the
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The Bible does corroborate this to an
extent in that it was the Fallen Angels
that sought and still do to ’perfect’ a
human race genetically after their own
likeness and image. Such entities were
considered the ‘gods’ and worship of
them devolved into a bloody religious
system of human sacrificial rites. It is
one reason why many believe YHVH
judged the whole hemisphere with the
European invasion and colonization of
the Americas.

